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Abstract— In current era cyber crime is emerging very faster than the technology and the cyber security. Now-a-days 

attackers are more skillful than the cyber security professionals. It creates very harmful threats in the virtual world. In the 

world of cyber mobile phone is the most used source for transaction and information sharing which is most vulnerable treat. 

There are huge number of threats and vulnerabilities are available and their behavior is difficult to understand on early phase, 

so its difficult to prevent cyber crime at early phases of the attack. some of the cyber-attacks have motivation behind them 

whereas some of them are unknowingly. these attacks which are done knowingly comes under the category of the cyber crime 

and it creates a very serious impact on society it may be in the form of national defense threat, economical disrupt, financial 

fraud, etc. the main aim of this paper is to give a review about the scenario of cyber crime in India and spread awareness in 

the society about the cyber crime. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cyber crime is emerging as a serious problem now-a-days. Cyber crime is somewhat different than the conventional crime. in 

cyber crime attacker use the computer or any electronic device as a target or as a commission to perform any crime. Current 

era is a world of internet everything is connected with the internet, internet creates a vectors for attacker to get into the 

system. Cyber crime can be defined as a“Any criminal activity that uses a computer either as an target, instrumentality or a 

means for committing further crimes comes within the ambit of cyber crime.”. In simple form we can define cyber crime as 

any illegal activity which uses computer or electronic device to harm individual or any group of people[3].The term cyber 

crime also includes offences  against  copyright violation, content  infringement, unauthorized access ,child pornography, 

hacking, cyber stalking, blackmailing , phishing. Cyber crime can covers a very huge range of attacks that can be harmful for 

the individual or for organization. Cyber crime can be perform in two categories. The First category of the crime includes that  

the target is computer network or devices such as malwares, worms, viruses, ransom ware, or denial of service attacks. The 

second category of crime includes the crimes that are facilitated by the computer devices or networks like financial frauds, 

identity theft, phishing, cyber stalking, unauthorized access. Now-a-days attacker are always in the search of the less secure 

devices for that mobile phone comes first at the target. Mobile phone is the most vulnerable point in the world. By 2020 it is 

estimated that 80% of the adults have their personal Smartphone which will be useful for the online transaction, from where 

hacker can get access to the personal information fro the further crime. Mobile is not only the non pc based  platform which is 

at risk there are many other platform which are at risk including routers, wi-fi devices ,etc. This non pc based targets allows 

hackers to gain remote access to the devices to launch the further attacks. Fastest growth in technology opens up huge range 

attack vector for hacker to perform the cyber crime or to steal the sensitive information[1]. 

II. CATEGORIES OF CYBER CRIME 

A. Cyber Crime against Property 

1) Credit Card Fraud 

Unauthorized access to the credit card information from the bank sites or shopping sites to make the purchase  without the 

knowledge of the credit card holder. 

2) Intellectual property fraud 

Intellectual property theft means the theft of copy righted material , theft of the trademark  or the theft of trade secret. 

3) Internet Time Theft 

Unauthorized usage of internet hours by attacker other person is paying for the internet[9]. 

B. Cyber Crime against Organization 

1) Data Diddling 

Changing data before, during or after it has entered into the system in order to delete, alter, add key data. 

2) Salami Techniques 

Tiny slices of money are stolen over a period of time.Expenses are increased by a fraction of a percentage & increments are 

placed in a dummy account and later pocketed by the perpetrator. 

3) Password Cracking 

Intruder penetrates a system's defenses, steals the file containing valid passwords decrypts them and then uses them to gain 

access to system resources such as programs, file and data. 
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4) Software Piracy 

Copying computer software without the publisher's permission. 

5) Trap door 

Perpetrator enters the system using a back door that bypass normal system controls and perpetrates fraud. 

6) Trojan Horse: (Spay ware + Unauthorized Remote Controlling) 

Unauthorized   computer   instructions   in   an   authorized   and properly functioning program. 

7) Virus 

Segment of executable code that attaches itself to software, replicates itself, and spreads to other systems or files. Triggered 

by a predefined event, a virus damages system resources or displays a message on the monitor. 

8) Worm 

Similar to a virus, except that it is a program rather than a code segment hidden in a program. A worm also copies and 

actively transmits itself directly to other systems. It usually does not live very long, but it is quite destructive while it is alive. 

9) Dos Attack: (Denial of Service Attack) 

Servers can be attacked by sending thousands of fake requests and then after denying services to be given by server so that 

server bandwidth gets jammed for fake requests and server goes down.  

10) Data leakage 

Unauthorized copying of company data such as computer files. 

11) Eavesdropping 

Listening to private voice or data transmissions often using a wiretap. 

12) E-mail forgery 

Sending an e-mail message that looks as if it were sent by someone else. 

13) E-mail threats 

Sending a threatening message to try and get recipient to do something that would make it possible to defraud him. 

14) Internet misinformation 

Using the internet to spread false or misleading information about companies. 

15) Scavenging/Corporate Espionage 

Gaining access to confidential information by searching corporate records. 

It ranges from searching trashcans for printouts or carbon copies of confidential information to scanning the contents of 

computer memory. 

16) Spamming 

E-mailing the same message to everyone on one or more Usenet news groups. 

17) Super zapping/by passing 

Unauthorized use of special system programs to bypass regular system controls and perpetuates fraud. 

18) Piggybacking 

Tapping into a telecommunications line and latching on to a legitimate user before he logs into the system; legitimate user 

unknowingly carries founder into the system. 

19) Impersonation 

Perpetrator gains access to the system by pretending to be an authorized user & enjoys same privileges as the legitimate user. 

20) Time bomb 

Hidden program in the system which may corrupt the entire system on a particular date and time. E.g. corrupt the system on 

12-12-17 @ 12pm.  

21) Logic bomb 

Hidden program in the system which may corrupt the entire system on a particular logic. E.g. corrupt the database records if 

my name is deleted from employee records[9]. 

C. Cyber Crime against Society 

1) Internet terrorism 

Using the internet to disrupt electronic commerce and destroy company and individual communication. 

2) Social Engineering 

Perpetrator tricks an employee into giving out the information needed to get into the system. 

3) Round downs 

Computer rounds down all interest calculations to two decimal places. Remaining fraction of a cent/paisa is placed in an 

account controlled by perpetrator. 

4) Forgery 

Counterfeit the mark sheets, certificates, currency notes, revenue stamps ,brand name ,etc comes into this crime[9]. 

III. PREVENTION TECHNIQUES 

Various prevention techniques are there for the prevention of cyber crime but still cyber crime can takes place ,we always 

need to be aware of what we are doing on the internet because internet opens the backdoors for the attacker . 
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A. Use Antivirus/Anti Malwares 

Always use the anti virus software for your device. antivirus should be up to date Outdated antivirus will be of no use at all. 

We should use the anti malware soft wares for detection of any malicious program within the system[6]. 

B. Block spywares 

Always block resources which automatically tries to update or install any anti spyware software[6]. 

C. Use firewall 

Firewalls are the first step of safety against cyber crime. it  prevents  connection with the unknown connections ,rogue sites 

,malwares or viruses form hacker[8]. 

D. Use strong password 

Use different types of  password and id for different accounts, avoid writing passwords in phone or any where. Use more 

complex passwords with the combination of letters, numbers, upper case ,lowercase. Avoid using birth dates and common 

names in the password. Treat your password as your tooth brush[8]. 

E. Secure Mobile Devices 

Mobile devices are the most vulnerable so always download the attachments or materials from the trusted receptionist[8]. 

F. Use the Latest Version of The Operation System 

We should use the latest version of the operating system because latest versions have less vulnerabilities than the previous 

one. Always keep operating system on auto update to prevent attacks on older version of operating system[8]. 

G. Secure Wireless Networks 

Avoid using the open networks and keep the home wifi secure because wifi is also vulnerable. Always modify default settings 

of your devices[8]. 

H. Protect Yourself From Phishing 

Always be aware before clicking anything from the unknown source .avoid providing any user id or password to unknown  

sites[8]. 

I. Protect Your E-Identity 

Be protective while providing personal information, contact details, or any financial details on the internet[8]. 

J. Always Block Unnecessary Popup 

Popup don’t harm the system  but sometimes it blocks the necessary tasks and its irritating sometimes. Or it may contain 

malicious code which automatically changes to the system[8]. 

K. Ask the Right Person for Help 

If you are a victim, if you encounter illegal Internet content or  you suspect a computer crime, a commercial scam, or identity 

theft report this to your local police or cyber crime cell. If you need help with  software installation or maintenance  on your 

computer, consult with your service provider or a certified computer technician[7]. 

L. Educate the Employees 

For any organization employees are the most vulnerable if they are not aware  of cyber crime than its pretty much easy for 

attacker to get into the system. organization should educate their employees before giving them privileges to use the sensitive  

data of the organization[7]. 

M. Use Different Password for Different Site 

Don’t use the same password for the different accounts. keeping same password is not secure it makes easy for attacker to 

hack password. If one password is compromised all of the accounts will get compromised[6]. 

N. Use Two Step Verification 

Always use two step verification for the signing in into any account so if the attacker has your password he won’t be able to 

log in because of two step verification[6]. 

IV. RISE OF CYBERCRIME IN INDIA 

The rise of cyber crime in India is increased so rapidly up to 300% in past 3 years. According to the study cyber crime in  

growing very rapidly in India day by day. The numbers of cases registered under the IPC and IT Act have been growing 

continuously. The cases registered under the IT act grew by more than 300% from 2011 to 2015.[4] There was almost a 70% 

increase in the number of cyber crimes under the IT act between 2013 and 2014. during the period between 2011 and 2015 

The cases registered under the IPC increased by more than 7 times. This kind of trend is also observed in the number of 

persons arrested by police. The government also acknowledges that  the increase in the number of such cyber  crimes and that 

the introduction of technologies, devices including  rise in usage of cyber space for businesses  and smart phones and 

http://ncrb.nic.in/StatPublications/CII/CII2015/FILES/Table%2018.1.pdf
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complex applications, has resulted in such an increase. Table given below shows the scenario of the cyber crime year wise. 

the chart given below shows the scenario of cyber crime in state wise in India[2]. 

Year IT Act IPC 

 
Cases 

Registered 

Persons 

Arrested 

Cases 

Registered 

Persons 

Arrested 

2011 1791 1184 422 446 

2012 2876 1522 601 549 

2013 4356 2098 1337 1203 

2014 7201 4246 2272 1224 

2015 8045 5102 3422 2867 

Total 24269 14152 8054 6289 

Table 1: Cyber Crime cases upto 2015[2] 

 
Fig. 1: Cyber Crimes in States of India[2] 

V. CONCLUSION 

Cyber crime is now emerging, fastest growing, serious, aggressive, harmful and more sophisticated threat which poses the 

major threats in the National security, economical growth, and safety. For securing nation from such a threat government 

private sectors and people should take the steps toward awareness. Government is also taking actions towards the prevention 

of cyber crime through cyber forensic training with the collaboration with the various cyber security related organizations like 

Data Security Council of India (DSCI), NASSCOM .although its not possible to be safe all the time but prevention is better 

than cure in these types of crimes. There are many cyber crimes which are not considered in IT Act 2000. 
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